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AN ALGEBRAIC ANALOGUE OF A

CONJECTURE OF G. W. WHITEHEAD

HAYNES MILLER1

Abstract. Using a theorem of W. M. Singer, an algebraic analogue of a conjecture

of G. W. Whitehead is proved, generalizing the algebraic Kahn-Priddy theorem of

W. H. Lin.

Let Sp"(Ar) denote the symmetric product X"/'Z„ of a space X. If X is pointed

we have a natural map Sp"(Ar) —* Sp"+1(A') obtained by introducing the base point

as the last coordinate. Dold and Thorn [3] showed that the limit space Sp00^) is an

Eilenberg-Mac Lane space with homotopy H„(X; Z), and that X —> Sp00^) in-

duces the Hurewicz homomorphism in homotopy. In [8], G. W. Whitehead conjec-

tured that in the stable range localized at a prime p,

ker^irmSppX-^v^Spp'*lx) = ker(tr^SPp"X ^ TrmSp°°x).

In contemplating this conjecture, it should be borne in mind that if the interval

(i, j] does not contain a power of p, then, in the stable range localized at p,

Sp'A' -» Sp'A' is a homotopy equivalence [11].

Whitehead's conjecture turned out to have been too optimistic; in his thesis [13]

P. J. Welcher produced a counterexample, which is very likely typical, for X = S"

U„ e"+4. The case of greatest interest is that of la sphere, however, and this

remains open.

Given a spectrum X one may form a spectrum Sp"(Ar) in an obvious way; if X is

connective, the "stable range" restrictions then care for themselves. Sp00^0) is the

integral Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectrum H. Henceforth all spectra will be implicitly

localized at 2. One may form the sequence of projections

(0.1) H -> H/S° -» H/Sp2S° -* ■ ■ ■ -* H/SprS° -+ ■ ■ ■ ,

and for the sphere Whitehead's conjecture (at the prime 2) amounts to the claim

that each map is trivial in homotopy.

A convenient reformulation of this conjecture may be obtained by splicing

together the resulting short exact sequences

0 -> 7Tm(H/Sp2"S°) -* TTm(Sp2"S0/Sp2"-'s°) -> TT,(H/Sp2-'S°) ^ 0

to obtain a long exact sequence

(0.2)       O^Zm^TTt(S0)lTT,(Sp2S0/S0)lv¿Sp*S0/Sp2S0)l ■ ■ ■
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in which 3 has degree -1. An easy inductive diagram chase shows that conversely

(0.2) implies Whitehead's conjecture as originally formulated.

The sequence (0.2) is clearly exact at Z(2). For the next step, recall that James,

Thomas, Toda and Whitehead [4] showed that Sp2S°/S° ~2RF°° and that the

resulting map RF°° -» S° is induced by the 7-homomorphism. Kahn and Priddy

[5] showed that this map is onto in positive stems, verifying exactness at tt^(S°).

The symmetric product filtration of the integral Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectrum

H =z Sp^S0 has a nice description in cohomology. To state it, let A he the Steenrod

algebra and let A = H*(H) = A/A Sq1. Then A has a basis given by admissible

squares not ending in Sq1. Let F" he the suh-A -module with vector-space basis

given by such squares of length at least n. Then [11] 0 -» F" -+A —» H*(Sp2"'S°)

—»0 is exact. The algebraic analogue of Whitehead's conjecture (for X = S°) is

then our main result here:

Main Theorem. Fn+X -» F" induces the trivial map in Ext^(-, Zj) for n > 0.

As before, this is equivalent to the exactness of the sequence

0 ^ Z2[ h0] ¿Ext*(Z2, Z2) ¿Ext*(Í7*RP~, Z,)

¿Ext*(F2/F3, Z2)<-

where we have used the isomorphisms F°/Fx = Zj, Fx/F2 = //*RF°°, and

E\t%(A, Z2) = Z2[A0], \h0\ = (1, 1). Once again, exactness at Z2[/i0] is trivial. Exact-

ness at the next stage is equivalent to the "algebraic Kahn-Priddy theorem" of

W. H. Lin [7].

This long exact sequence is interesting from several points of view. Each 5 raises

homological degree by 1, so, for given s, Ext^(Z2, Zj) sits in a finite exact sequence.

On the other hand, Welcher [14] proved that fn/Fn+x is A(n - l)-free, if A(n - 1)

is the subalgebra of A generated by Sq', i < 2"~x. By the theorem of Anderson and

Davis [2], [10], therefore,

ExQ'(F7F"+1, Z2) = 0   for t - s + cn < (2n+x - 2^2X - l)s

where c„ is a suitable constant. Thus the terms in the exact sequence have vanishing

lines of progressively lower slope.

In [12], W. M. Singer proved a slightly weakened form of Lin's Kahn-Priddy

theorem by a much simpler route. In §2 of this note, we use Singer's method to

prove an analogous weakening (Theorem 2.2) of the Main Theorem, and then in §3

show that it actually implies the result as stated. We also give (in § 1) a derivation of

the elementary properties of Singer's construction which is simpler than his original

approach.

I am grateful to Singer for letting me see early versions of [12], and to N. J.

Kuhn for providing the proof of Lemma 1.3.

1. Let S denote the free associative Z2-algebra generated by {Sq': i > 1},

¡Sq' | = i, with Hopf algebra structure determined by

ASq" =    2    Sq' <g> Sq^,        Sq° = 1.
i+j—n
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The Steenrod algebra A is a quotient Hopf algebra of S. Let P denote the vector

space Z^x, x"1], |x| = 1. Following W. M. Singer, we define a functor 9 from the

category of ^-modules to itself by setting 9 (M) = P ® M with 5-action

(1.1) Sq*(x'-' ®m) = SÍ^Í 2-1)X*+/ 7_1 ®^m-

The binomial coefficient (ak) here and throughout this paper is defined for all a G Z

and k G N = {0, 1, 2, . . . } by (1 + /)* = 2*G)'*-
The vector space P is of course an A -module (and hence an ^-module) via

Sq*x/_1 = ('¡¡x)xk+l~x, and one may thus form the diagonal tensor product S-

module P <8>A M. This is in general distinct from ^? (M). However, we have

Lemma  1.2. If M is an A-module which is bounded above, then the map f:

<3> (M) -^P^M defined by

fix1'1 ® m) = 2 x'-j-x ® So/m
j

is an S-linear isomorphism with inverse g defined by

g(x'~x ® m) = 2 x'-j~x <8> xSq^w.
j

In particular, 9 (M) is an A-module.

Proof. First note that the sums giving / and g are finite since M is bounded

above; in fact, for the lemma it suffices to suppose that, for any m G M, Sq m and

xSq m are finite sums. Furthermore/and g are clearly inverse isomorphisms by the

definition of the conjugation x in the Hopf algebra S. The check that/is S-linear

leads to the identity asserted in the following lemma, which completes the proof.

D

Lemma 1.3. In the Steenrod algebra A,

ijsN\    k - i    ! ijeN\   k     LJ   I

for any k G N, / <E Z.

Proof (N. J. Kuhn). With the indicated conventions regarding binomial coeffi-

cients, the Adem relation for Sq'Sq' is valid for any pair i,j G N. Thus

Substituting m = i + j — n andp = i — 2n, we get

n^m + n-\+p\lm-2n-\-p\

m,n,p\       k -2n -p       )\ P )

Using Adem's relation [1, (25.3)]

2(^)(VH"+r')
we get 2m;„(/ft-_n2-')SqmSq" as desired.    Q
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Proposition 1.4 (W. M. Singer [12]). 'S1 gives a functor from A-modules to

A-modules.

Proof. Let M he an arbitrary A -module, and for d G Z let Md he the sub-

A-module of elements of degree greater than d. Pick m G M, l GZ, and r G

ker(S^A), and write r(x'~x <8> m) = 2, x*'1 <8> my Let d he such that \m¡\ < </

for all/. As ?P is exact, we have an exact sequence

0 -> <$(Md) -» 9(M) -» ^{M/M4) -> 0.

The /1-module M/Md is bounded above, so by Lemma 1.2, r(x'~ ' <8> w) maps to 0

there, and hence 2, xJ~x <8> w, G 9(Md). It is therefore zero for degree reasons,

completing the proof.    □

Lete: <3>(M)-»Mby

e(x/_1 ® m) = Sq'm.

This is clearly A -linear, and if M is bounded above corresponds via Lemma 1.2 to

the map e ® I: P <%>* M^Z^ ®* M = M where e(x/_ ') = 5/°. We remark that W.

H. Lin has shown [6] that e induces an isomorphism in Tor^Zj, -) for M = Z2. It

follows by the 5-lemma that it is an isomorphism for M finite, or indeed for M a

direct limit of finite A -modules-e.g. for M bounded above. The author and,

independently, J. F. Adams and J. Gunawardena, have recently shown that it is an

isomorphism for general M.

Let T(M) he the sub-^4-module of ^(M) generated as a vector space by

[x'~x (£> m: I GN, m G M). Singer's main theorem, which we quote without the

proof, is

Theorem 1.5. e„: TorT/(Z2, T(M)) -> Tor^(Z2, M) is trivial for s > 0.    □

By duality, we have

Theorem 1.6. e*: Ext^(M, Z^ -h> Ext^(F(M), ZJ is trivial for s > 0.    □

2. Let F" he the subvector space of A with basis consisting of the admissible

squares of length at least n.

Lemma 2.1. (a) F" is a left ideal in A. (b) // 9 G F" and k > \9\, then
Sqk9 G F"+x.

We postpone the proof of this lemma. Our object in this section is to prove

Theorem 2.2. For any n > 0, the map Ext*(F", Z¿ -> Ext*(F"+1, Z^ induced by

the inclusion F" + x —» F" is trivial.

For this purpose, we consider the A -module map a: A —» T(A) sending 1 to

x_1 <8> 1; cf. [12, Proposition 5.4]. Notice that a splits the map e: T(A)^>A.

Furthermore

Proposition 2.3. a(Fn+x) C T(F")for n > 0.

Proof. Let / be admissible of length n. We claim that

(2.4) «(Sq7) =     2*     Jc'"1®Sq'
l(J)>n-\

|/|/2</</,
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where the star indicates that some terms have zero coefficient. This is proved by

induction on n, using Lemma 2.1 and the following easy consequence of (1.1).

(2.5) If k > 21, then

Sq*(x'_1 ® m) =       2*      xJ~x ® Sqk+'-jm.

k/2+l<j<k

With m = 1 G A and / = 0, (2.5) implies n = 1 of (2.4). Now let / = (i,, I'); by

inductive hypothesis

(2.6) «(Sq7')=      2*     x'-'O&r7.
l(J)>n-2

|/'|/2</«2

Now a(Sq7) = Sq't^Sq7'), so we must consider Sq''(x/_1 <8> Sq7). Since i, > 2i2 >

21, (2.5) implies

Sq''(x,_I 9 Sqy) =       2*      xJ~x ® Sq''+,^Sq/.

it/2+KJ<li

Now in (2.6), / + |71 = |/'| < 2/, so / > |/|; so we have i, + / - / > |/|, and by

Lemma 2.1, Sqi'+/_-/Sqy G F""1. Also \ix + I > |i, + ||/'| =||/|, completing the

induction.   □

Proof of Theorem 2.2. By Proposition 2.3, the projection v. A/Fn+X -^A/F"

factors through e: T(A/F") —» A/F". According to Theorem 1.6, it thus induces

zero in Ext^+1(-, Z2) for 5 > 0; but this is just the map induced by Fn+X -» F" in

Ext^(-, Z2), so the result follows,   fj

Proof of Lemma 2.1. Let (a)„ and (b)„ denote the two assertions of the lemma.

We prove them together, by induction on n. For n = 1, we find that F1 is the

augmentation ideal, and (b), is clear from a glance at the Adem relation involved.

Now assume (a)„_, and (b)„_,. Let / be admissible of length /(/) > n, and write

/ = (i„ /')• We prove that Sq*Sq7 G F". If k > 2i„ Sq*Sq7 G Fn+X. Otherwise, the

Adem relations give

Sq*Sq7=    2*   Sq*+"-;Sq/Sq7'

0<.2j<k

where the star indicates that coefficients have been omitted. By (a)„_„ Sq/Sq7 G

F"~x. Furthermore, k + i, — / > 2/ + i, — j = j + ix >j + \T\ by admissibility,

so, by (b)„_„ each term Hes in F", as desired. For (b)n, note that ix — I—j>k —

2/ is necessary for the binomial coefficient to be nonzero: that is,/ > k — ix. Thus

if k > \I\, then j >k- ix> \I\ - i, = |/'|, so by (b)„_,, Sq/Sq7' G F". The

leading index in each term of the admissible expansion of this element is less than

2~(J + l^'l). since n > 1. But then k + i, -/ > 2/ + |/'| -/ =/ + \I'\, so no

further Adem relations are needed to make Sq* + 'l~-'Sq'Sq7 admissible, and each

term lies in Fn+X.   Q.E.D.   □

3. We show how Theorem 2.2 implies the Main Theorem.

Let M = S° u2 ex and let H2 he the mod 2 Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectrum. The

composite //A^-^^A^^ Hi> m which H —> H2 is reduction, M -^ H2 the

inclusion of the 1-skeleton, and p the multiplication, induces an A -module isomor-

phism ß: A —» A <8>A E[e]. To describe it, let Ay denote the "Dirac sequence" with 1
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for the /th entry and 0 elsewhere. Let    : A -» A he the projection. Then for /

admissible and of length n,

(3.1) jg(Sq7) = Sq7 <8> 1 + 2 Sq7"** ® e,
j-i

by the usual formula for the diagonal p* in A. We claim that

(3.2) ß(Fn) Q F*-l®E[e];

that is, Sq7_A'G F""1 for each/. If / - A,, is admissible, Sq7-^ G F" unless/ = n

and i„ = 1, when Sq7-^ G F"-1. If not, then i} = 2iJ+x, so Sq2'_1Sq' = 0 (with

i = ij+,) occurs in Sq7_A>, and the term is trivial.

We therefore have a map of short exact sequences (which in fact expresses F" as

a pull-back)

0 0

4 1
2F""1 ^ 2Fn_1

1 I

f 4.     F"_I®A£[e]

4, 4<

F" -* f"~l

i i

0 0

Consequently, the boundary homomorphism 8 associated to the left-hand column

factors through 1'*; in fact fix = i*(hox), where h0 is the generator of Extj('1(Z2, Z^.

Now consider the following commutative diagram with exact columns.

0 0

1 1
2F°              2F1

4, 4

F°     <r-       F1 <-       F2       <-      • • •

4* V V

F°     ¿-       Fx       ¿-       F2      ¿-

I I
0 0

The upper horizontal arrows are zero in Ext by Theorem 2.2. Take x G

E\fA(F", Zj). If s < 0, then i*x = 0 for certain. We proceed by induction on s. i*x

pulls back to 0 in Ext^(F"+1, Zj), so there exists x G ExtfA~xÇÏ,Fn, ZJ such that

i'*x = 8x, i.e., i*x = i*h0x. However, i*(hcx) = h0i*(x), which is zero by inductive

assumption. This completes the proof.   □

Remark 3.3. It is not hard to show that 2""F"/F',+1 is an unstable A -module;

for example, I,'XFX/F2 = /7*(RF°°). We are led to conjecture that

2""Sp2"S°/Sp2"  S° is the suspension spectrum of a space L(n). This also fits well
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ANALOGUE OF A CONJECTURE OF WHITEHEAD 137

with [9]. The proper construction of L(n) might lead to a proof that (if ß°° denotes

formation of the 0-space of the fi-spectrum) QL(n)-^ílco'2"'H/Sp2"~,S0 splits,

generalizing the Kahn-Priddy theorem and proving Whitehead's conjecture.
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